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PRINCIPAL, OAV, PATHARCHEPA Ods Adan Vidal: Wher ihe hetples beremr mpom TO nh uration 

SELECTIONOF STUDENTS FROM BALANGIR DISTRICT FOR BIJu CLASSES FOR NEET/ JEE 

SLNO NAME OF THE STUDENTS CLASS NAME OF THE OAV Visit of Dr. C.S. . Kumar, IAS, Addl. Secretary, Central Prabhari Officer of Aspirationa OM PRAKASH MESWA 

PRITI PARINITA PATEL OAV PATHARCHEPA ,BALANGIRIstrict Balangir to OAV Patharchepa wth Sri Chanchalana. Collector. Balangir 
OAV PATHARCHEPA ,BALANGIR 
OAV PATHARCHEPA ,BALANGIR NJAM DISTRICT KYORUGI & 7th P0OM 
OAV PATHARCHEPA,BALANGIR TAEKWOND0 CHAMPIONSHIP 2022 OAV PATHARCHEPA,BALANGIR 

XIl 

XII 
SMRUTI SMARAN TRIPATHY XII 
PRIYANKA MEHER XII 
ALOK KHAMARI XII 
ROSHNI SIDAR XII OAV PATHARCHEPA ,BALANGIR 
ABINASH SAHU OAV BIBINA ,BALANGIR 

OAV PATHARCHEPA,BALANGIR 

OAV PATHARCHEPA ,BALANGIR 
OAV PATHARCHEPA,BALANGIR 

OAV PATHARCHEPA ,BALANGIR 
OAV PATHARCHEPA,BALANGIR 

ANKITA PATEL XII 
PRATIKHYA TRIPATHY XIl 

10 DEBASHREE MAHANANDA XIU 

MAMA NAG XII 
2 ROHINI SAHU XII 
L3 ANUKOOLA OM JOSHI XII OAV PATHARCHEPA,BALANGIR 

OAV JHARMUNDA ,LOISINGHA 14 NEHA HOTA XI 
L5 SHUBHASHREE NAG XII OAV PATHARCHEPA ,BALANGIR 

OAV PATHARCHEPA BALANGIR 

OAV PATHARCHEPA,BALANGIR 
OAV PATHARCHEPA BALANGIR 

16 sUPRIYA MALLICK XII 
17 MONIKA MUGRI XII 
18 BIBHU PRASAD SUNA XI 
LS MONALISA ADJUAD XII OAV PATHARCHEPA,BALANGIR 

OAV PATHARCHEPA,BALANGIR 
OAV PATHARCHEPA,BALANGIR 

BASANTI MEHER XI 20 

Ashutosh Panda of Class-VI of OAV, 
Sasan Ambagaon, Hinjilicut own 
Siver Medal in Sub-Junior 

JOLLY KUMBHAR XII 
REHENUMA AFFROJ XIl OAV PATHARCHEPA ,BALANGIR 

OAV MAHIMUNDA,PUINTALA 

OAV PATHARCHEPA ,BALANGIR 

ABHIPSA PANDA XI 
ANKITA SUBHRASMITA MISHRA XI 

S 
24 Division under 32 KG weight category 

in 8th Ganjam Dist Taekwondo 
Championship-2022 held on 28th 
and 29th May, 2022 at Chatrapur 

Indoor Stadium 

Bidusmita Tarasia of OAV, Badapur 33 students of Balangir District were selected for BlJU Classes out of which 25 
students are from 4 OAVs of the District, 22 from OAV Patharchepa and one Taikando Championship each from OAV, Jharmunda, OAV, Mahimunda and OAV, Bibina through an 
entrance test conducted in the month of November 2021. This is an initiative by 

District Administration, specially Collector Sri Chanchal Rana, IAS and wll be 
sponsered by NITI AYOG, classes will be carried out soon venue at OAV, 

Patharchepa, Balangir 

Class-1X selected for State Level 

RA 

ER SOA Prachi Behera of Class-1X of OAV, OD/SHA TNERS 

TEDA 15 Patharchepa, 
14 H brought glory and fame to our 

DB0 1903 

Balangir has 

Sangathan. She has participated 
in State Level Martial Art compe-

tition which was held on 14th and 

V SPORTS 
COMPLE 

Oght 

15th of May 2022 at Mangal 
Bazar, Sports Complex, Jharsu 
guda. This competition was 
hosted by National Karate Asso-
ciation. She has come out with E 
flying colours. She had begged Aiswarya Pandey of Class ViI, OAV, Negipali, Nuapada got 1st position in District 
gold medal in Kungfu and silver Level Science Seminar, o the topic " A seminar on scientific and academic institute of 

medal in fighting India and selected for state level science seminar 

Thought of the month- Falure is the opportunity to begin again more intelligently. Henry Ford 
A of themanth-Portrav- Deplct 
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PADMA AWARDEES FROM ODISHA -2022 cOMPARINO RISKS FROM RISNO 

TEMPERATURESI 

T 
2 

29 
4 Padma Awards- one of the highest clvilan awards of the 

nation, are glven In 3 categorles, namely, PadmaVibhusan, 
Padma Bhushan and Padma Shrl. The awards are glven In 561 

varlous fleld of works, viz-literatureand education, art, clvil service, sports, soclal work, trade and Industry, public affairs, sclence and englneering, etc. These awards conferred by the President of Indla at ceremonial functions which are held at 
Rashtrapati Bhawan every year. This year the President has approved conferment of 128 Padma awards. The list comprises 4 PadmaVibhushan, 17 Padma Bhushan 
and 107 Padma Shrl awards. 34 of the awardees are womenand list also include 10 

24 4-0 0.17 2, 

persons from the category of Forelgners/NRI/PIO/OCI and 13posthumous awardees. The following awardees from Odisha got Padma awards this year. 

0.80m Bim D.m 

24 30 

SI NAME OF THE FIELD OF PADMA 1.27 Activities 
AWARDEE 

Dr.Pratibha Ray 

No WORK 
Literature 

AWARD 
Padma She is a noted Indian writer of novels 

Bhushan 1. Climate impacts are already more widespread and severe than exne 

and and storles. She is also recipient of 

ne Para shuttler from Bargarh won 3. Risks will escalate quickly with higher temperatures, often causine em. 

gold medal in Tokyo Para-Olympics 

nperatures, often causing irreversibla Education 
Sports 

Jnanapith Award In 2011. 2. We are locked into even worse impacts from climate change in the 

Shri Pramod Bhagat Padma 
impacts of climate change. 

4. Inequity, conflict and development challenges heighten vulnerabilit. Shri 
to climate and won gold 5 times at World 

Championship. Currently he is World risks 
rank 1 in his sports. He is also 

recipient of Major Dhyan Chand khe! risks. 

Ratna Award 2021. 
He is a distinguished biologist 

4. Inequity, conflict and development challenges heighten vulnerabilit 
limate 

5. Adaptation is crucial. Feasible solutions already exist, but more support must 
Prof. (Dr.) Aditya SCience and Padma 

ecalizing in vector-borne tropical reach vulnerable communities. 

diseases like Dengue, Malaria. 
The Koshali author, lyricist& 

lexicographer from Balangir has 
been promoting the language for 

Over five decades. 
She is renowned Odissi classical 

Prasad Dash 

6. But some impacts of climate change are already too severe to ad: 

world needs urgent action now to address losses and damages. 

A Rapidly Closing Window of Opportunity for Climate Action 

The science is unequivocal: Climate change endangers the well-being of na. 
and the planet. Delayed action risks triggering impacts of climate chane 

catastrophic our world will become unrecognizable. 
The next few years offer a narrow window to realize a sustainable, livable i 

for all. Changing course will require immediate, ambiious and concerted efforte 

slash emissions, build resilience, conserve ecOsystems, and dramatically crease 

finance for adaptation and addressing loss and damage 

Engineering severe to adapt to. T 
Shri 

Shri Narasingha 
Prasad Guru 

Literature Padma 
and Shri 

Education 

climate change so 
Dr.Shyamamani Devi ArT Padma 

Shri music vocalist composer. She is 

popular for her renditions of 
classical Odissi music such asOdissi, 

Chhanda, Champu, etC. 
The social and spiritual leader from 

future 

Srimad Baba Balia Soclal Work Padma 

Shri 

6 

Jagatsinghpur has been working with The COP27 summit, held in Egypt in November 2022, is a crucial opportunihy 
ntries 

for 
to 

governments to make progress on all these fronts, and for developed countries to 

demonstrate their solidarity with vulnerable nations. 
Odisha's poor and back ward 

communities. 
Miss Sneha Garada, Class- Ix, OAV, Pungar Coming to grips with the climate crisis will not be easy. Governments, civil society 

and the private sector must all step up. As the IPCC report makes clear, there is no 

alternative 
JADAV PAYENG, THE FOREST MAN OF INDIA 

Padma Shri awardee Jadav Payeng, who is also known 
as 'the Forest Man of India' has earned his name by 
spending over 30 years of his life planting over 40 
million trees to create a real man-made Forest. 

WHAT IS FOREST BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY? 

Forest biological diversity refers to all life forms found within forested areas and 
the ecological roles they perform.lt encompasses not just trees, but the multitude 
of plants, animals and microorganisms that inhabit forest areas and ther Hewas born in an indigenous Mising/Miri tribe of 

Assam in the year 1963. Jadav "Molai" Payengchange d a barren sandbar ot associated genetic diversity.Forest biological diversity can be considered at 

Brahmaputra, into a forest covering an area of 550 hectares of land which is different levels, including ecosystem, landscape, species, population and genet known as "Molai Forest or MolaiKathoni'. Complex Interactions can occur within and between these levels. This compledity 
At the age of 16, the environmental activist saw hundreds of snakes dying due to allows organisms to adapt to continually changing environmental condltons and 
drought and excessive heat after flood near Brahmaputra, he started planing a to maintain ecosystem functions.Status and trends in forest areakorest 
tree sapling a day in barren sandbar. Now after several decades his Torest covers ecosystems are a critical component of the world's biodiversity as many forests are approximate size of 15football stadiums. He was honoured witn radma Snr in 

more biodiverse than other ecosystems.Forests cover 31 percent of the global land 2015 on recognition of his restoration work. 
He is a true Nature Warrior and Reforestation Hero 

area. Approximately half the forest area is relatively intact, and more than one-third is primary forest (ie. naturally regenerated forests of native species, 
where there are no visible indications of human activities and the ecologiral processes are not significantly disturbed).The total forest area is 4.06 D 

Bikash Kumar Sahoo, PGT Biology, OAV, Pungar 

6 BIG FINDINGS FROM THE IPCC 2022 REPORT ON CLIMATE IMPACIS, hectares, or approximately 5 000m2 (or 50x 100m) per person, but forests are not ADAPTATION AND VULNERABILITY equally distributed around the globe.More than half of the world's forest The newest report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (PCC) tound in only five countries (the Russian Federation, Brazil, Canada, the Unte paints a troubling picture: Climate change is already Impacting every corner of the States of America and China) and two-thirds (66 percent) of forests are found 
world, and much more severe impacts are in store if we fail to halve greenhouse ten countries. 

gas emissions this decade and immediately scale up adaptation 
Following on the first installment of the IPCCs Sixth Assessment Keport, Working area, 2020 (million hectares and % of world's forestl Group Il's contribution, released on February 28, 2022, draws from 34,000 studies 
and involved 270 authors from 67 countries. It provides one of the most 
comprehensive examinations of the intenslfying impacts of climate change and 

future risks, particularly for resource-poor countries and marginalized 
mmunities. The 2022 IPCC report also details which climate adaptation 

N Secretary-General Antonio Guterres called the report "an atlas of human 
.liering and a damning indictment of faliled climate leadership" 

tere are slx takeaways from the report: 

Global distribution of forests showing the ten countries with the large 
forest 

Hussian Fccctitrn 

u 

0. 

To be continued io pg. 

Thought of the month- Your positive action combined with positive thinking results in success- Shiv khera 
Word of the month- Scream- Shriek Dnge 2-
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
Continuation of pa. No. 2 

Since tlhe invention of computeis or 

machines, their capacities to perfom 
Various versions tasks went on growing 
exponentiully. Humans have developed 
the power of computer systems in tems 

of their incTeasing specd and reducng 
size with respect to time 

Deforestation and forest degradation continue to take place at alarming rates, 

which contributes significantly to the ongolng loss of biodiversity 

Since 1990, It 1s esttmated that 420 million hectares of forest have been lost through 

converslon to other land uses, although the rate of deforestation has decreased 

over the past three decades 

Detween 2015 and 2020, the rate of deforestatton was estmated at 10 million hect 
ares per year, down from 16 mllion hectares per year In the 1990. The area of pri 

uneial intelligence pursues creating the computerS or machinces as intel. mary forest worldwide has decreased by over 80 millon hectares since 1990. 

gent as human beings. According to the Fnther of AI, John Mccarthy, it is " The sci-

Engineering of making intclligent machines, especially intelligent com- Agricultural expansion continues to be the main driver of deforestation and lorest 

puter programs. 
degradatton and the assoclated loss of forest biodiversity. Large-scale commercial 

agriculture (primarily cattle ranching and cultivation of soya bean and oil palm) ac 

sa way ol making a computer, a computer controlled Robert or a software think counted for 40 percent of tropical deforestation between 2000 and 2010, and loca 

Intelligently in the manner the intelligent human think. 
subslstence agriculture for another 33 percent. 

Al Is accomplished by studying how human brain thinks and how humans learn, Forest specles and genetic diversity 

decide and work while trying to solve a problem and then using the outcomes of this It is not only the trees that make a forest, but the many diferent species ot plants 

study as a basis of developing intelligent software and system. 

The goal of AI Is to create expert systems, The systems which exhibit intelligent be 

havior, leam,democrate,explainand advice its uses. 

and animals that reside in the soil, understorey and canopy. 
Estimates of the total 

number of species on Earth range from 3 million to 100 million (May, 2010). 

Although It is widely reported that forests harbour 80 percent of terrestrial plants 

implement human intelligence in machines, creating systems that understand, and animals, such a precise estimate is unlikely to be accurate given the cndngus 

think leam and behave like humans. 
state of knowledge of planetary biodiversity. 

SaENCE &TECHNOLOGY CURRENT AFFAIRS MCOS While trees are the defining component of forests and their diversity can give an in 

O Is to set up its second launch port in Tamilnadu for SSLV. What does SSLV stand dication of overall diversity, there are many other ways to determine tne Dioov 

for? 
sity significance of forests. 

TA] Space Satellite Launch Vehicle [B] Speed Satellite Launch Vehicle 

C Small Satellite Launch Vehicle [D] Solar Satellite Launch Vehicle 

2.Which state has recently declared 2020 as the year of Artificial Intelligence (Al) and 60,082 

has signed MoUs with tech firms for Al research? 

[A] Andhra Pradesh B] Telengana 

] Odisha 

Forest species diversity: Trees 

The GlobalTreeSearch database reports the existence of 60,082 tree species. 

[D] Assam 
45% 

3.What is the name of the mobile application launched by the Indian government to Nearly half of all tree species (45 percent) are members of just ten tamu 

track the risk of coronavirus infection? 

[A] Corona Suraksha [B] Corona Kavach 

C) Corona Raksh 

4.The research centre of which organisation have developed full-body disinfection 

58% 

[D] Corona Sevak 
Nearly 58 percent of all tree species are single-country 

endemics. 

chamber called Personnel Sanitization Enclosure'? 

[A] Defence Research and Development Organisation [B] All India Ihstitute of Med- Red List of Threatened Species (UCN, 2019a), of which 8 036 Were a As of December 2019, a total of 20 334 tree species had been included in the lUCN 

cal Science 

ally threatened (Critically Endangered, Endangered or Vulnerable). 

C) Indian lnstitute of Science 

5.KARMI-Bot, which was seen in news recently, is a robot deployed in the Govern- More than 1 400 tree species are assessed as critically endangered 
and in dig 

ment Hospital of which state? 

[A) Maharashtra 1B] Kerala 

| Odisha 

[D] Bharat Electronics Limited 

need of conservation action. 

C 
5. KARMI-Bot, which was seen in news recently, is a robot deployed in the Govern 

ment Hospital of which state? 

[A] Maharashtra [B] Kerala 

[C] Odisha 
6.Which company has partnered with Google to help Indian fîrms in leveraging digital 

technology? 

[D] Telangana 
TEN COUNTRIES WITH THE MOST TREE SPECIES 

Ten countries with the most tree 

D Telangana 

species 

10K 

[A] Deloitte B] Accenture 

C McKinsey [D] Caterpillar 

7.Which technology company has launched a platform for small enterprises in India, to 

enter into digital ecosystem? 

A] Amazon [B] Google 

C) Microsoft [D] JBM 

8.Which institution's incubated start-up has developed a portable hospital unit for 

7.5K 

5k 

Covid-19 treatment, named 'MediCAB? 

A] IT- Madras [8] NIT- Suratkal 

C iIT- Bombay (D] I|T- Kharagpur9.Scientists 
at ARIES, Nainital have discovered a low 

concentration of Ozone over which city, compared to other urban regions? 

A] Shimla 8] Guwahati 

C Leh 
10.Which technology company is to set up a Centre of excellence for Artificlal Intelli 

2.5k 

[D] Gangtok 

gence(Al) with GeM? 
[A] Microsoft [B] IBM 

Apple 

BRAZI 
cOLOMBIA CHIN PERD MALAYSIA INDONESIA ECUADOR 

[C) ] InfosysCentre of excellence for Artifñicial Intelligence (Al) with GeM? 

A) Microsoft [B] l8M 

MADAGASCAR ENEZUELA (BOL. 

Thought of the month- All of life ls a constant education- Eleanor Roosevelt 

Word of the month- Mug- Refugee- A person who has been forced to leave their country in order to escape war, persecution or natural disaster Page 3 
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nChandra Choudhary, IAS 
Editor in Chief 

66168 State Project Director, OAVs 
Dear Readers 
Greeting to youl 

l am immensely pleased to go through the monthly News Letter of Odlsha Adarsha Vidyalaya Sangathan. It is a platform for both the students and the staffs of OAVS to showcase linguistic as well as artistic creativity. Covid-19, pandemic has blanked the mind of students as they are away from school and schooling activities But this news letter is providing them another chance to tfill the blank canvas with beautiful colours. 

Though OAVS is a newly established Educational Institution still it has implemented many innovative tricks and techniques to provide all the important facilities to students and staffs. It is tremendously essential to nurture the young minds with good thoughts, new ideas and moral values as they are the future cltizen of a nation. And teachers are the main gardener to shoulder the sole responsibilty in this respect to nurture them. The theme "Examination-The Harvesting Time" is aIn0 gsga1 Al6R G6J6A 6 66169 4698 201s 2aa gjuei 2il 1222,Siey DIR OON really a very innovative and nice theme to make us all realise the importance of 
ins ring and hardwork. I hope it will heip the students to value the 069ag na S168 eCI6a 0as giai gea s6a| $9IR OII69 a00 96168 9ai oR Os6 a 
importance of examination, because examination is one of the measuring scale to FIGR GORIG aeI G1eAAiOR SõSI60 a00RAN 62I9960 666 aM8 9ag8 I6A VEl0 know the result of our years of practice and hardwork. It not only helps to polish the 
outok heb ao helps one to improve their analytie sklls and expand the 9 go01 aO eÑ01 9R 9AIR g01 $8 4g 0909 aa anaa g oa as0s1 e5o 
outlook they have on the world. 
Happy Reading!! 
his hme the given topic" Climate Change" is a very burming issue of the whole ÍCIS | SIS AI61 °,20, 2161 F, A,128, AR8 ,Al2 9l2, ag9a qAi ASI B 0'9A4 

world. It is one of the very important topic to make everyone realise the importane 419 A29 a1a gd gAE FSR GEYSA | 684 6969 Al 6Q16a 6asR I28 62169 9O1a AN 
of climate, climate change and its efforts on environment.Raising awareness and 
thereby understanding of the effects of climate change on health will facilitate both d66IN 60 9NS 260 AIN 60 6898 16N RIS QY169 9AICI 9E0|669 ANT| 1 G198a06a 
behavioural change and society=al support for the actions needed to reduce green as aãe gian, 261g0, 1S a6 GSA FI0G AF8 aNa61 38 | 6849 6aIsV GI59 house gas emissions. 

6. 1.698.18 

CLIMATE CHANGE 

Climate change means sudden changes in the environment on earth Changestaking place in the environment is usually called CLIMATE CHANGE Climate change refers to long-term shifts in temperatures and weather patterns These shifts may be natural, but since the 1800s, human activities have been the 
main driver of climate change, primarily due to the burning of fossil fuels(ike coal, oil, and gas), which produces heat trapping gases. These changes are taking 
place due to rapid industrialization by humans. These changes is a big threat to the whole environment. Due to this climate change, all the seasons have changed a lot. For example less rainfall, sudden increase in temperature and global 
warming have become a threat to us. The main five effects of climate change are 
more frequent and intense drought, storms, heat waves, rising sea levels, meliing 
glaclers and warming oceans can directly harm animals, destroy the place they 
live, and wreak havoc on people's livelihoods and communities. As climate 
change worsens, dangerous weather events are becoming more frequent or 

severe 
Climate change impacts our society by disrupting the natural, economic ana 
social systems we depend on. This disruption will affect food supplies, industr 
supply chains and financial markets, damage infrastructure and cities, and harim 
human health and global development. The impacts of climate change a already here. 
A warmer climate increases public health challenges like heat aggravated iliness increases in vector borne diseases, and decreased access to safe water and o Cutting short-lived climate pollutions can slow the rate of warming and lowE public health risks. 

NAME ARYAN MISHRA 

CLASS-VI 
OAV, PATHARCHEPA, BALANGIR 

Thought of the month- Leadership is based on inspiration, not domination on cooperation, not intimidation. Wllam Arthur Wood 

Page 4 Word of the month 
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Section IV: Death by Water 

In the fourth section, Death by Water, the poet has suggested the significance o 

water as a means of purification and rebirth. He has also made two associations 

there. The first one ls from Shakespeare's The Tempest while the other one is from 

the anclent Egyptian myth of the god of fertility. The death of Phlebas, the Greek 

sallor, throws llght on the life of people of modern people who devote themselves 

to worldly pursuit and meet death. There is no rebirth for such people because 

their lfe Is devold of moral values. 

CLIMATE CHANGE: A THREATE TO THE MOTHER EARTH 

Climate change refers to the change In the environmental conditions of the earth 
This happens due to many internal and external factors. 

The climate change has become a global concern over the last few decades. 
Besldes, these climatic changes affect life on the earth In varlous ways 
These climatic changes are having varlous Impact on the ecosystem and ecology. 
Due to these changes, a number of specles of plants and animals have gone 

extinct 
The climate started changlng a long time ago due to human activlties but we came 

to know about it last century. During the last century, we started noticing the 

climate change and Its effect on human life. We started researching on cllmate 

change and came to know that the earth temperature is rislng due to phenomenon 
called the Greenhouse effect. The warming up of earth surface causes many ozone 

depletion, affect our agrlculture, water supply, transportation and several other 

It ls obviaus that nothing can grow out of this barren civilization. The poet has 

glven us a reallstic picture of the spiritual and moral chaos and decay of European 

soclety. He brings about sharp contrasts between the past and the present 

through the employment of various myths and allusions. For instance, he gives us 

the dellberately rich description of the Renalssance (with its echoes of Anthony 

and Cleopatra), set against the equally deliberately banal scene in a pub. 

problems 
Although humans mistake has caused great damage to the climate and ecosystem. 
But, it is not late to start again and try to undo what we have done until now to 
damage the environment. And if every human start contributing to the 

The poet uses the same technique in the third section as well. Here, he presents 
a rich contrast between the vulgar seduction of the typist by the 'small house 

agents clerk' and the glimpses of Elizabeth and Leicester sailing on Spensers 
sweet Thames: The poet depicts that the old civilization with its values and con 

environment then we can be sure of our existence in future. ventions is dead and gone, leaving only a 'heap of broken images. Now nothing 

seems to grow out of this stony and barren wasteland. Its isolation, loneliness, 
machine-like routine, and materialism have made it an unreal city. The wilderness 
of the wasteland depicted is symbolic of the spiritual barrenness of the modern 

NAME- PRAGYANPARIMITA SARANG 
CLASS- VIl, OAV, PATHARCHEPA 

world. 

THE WASTE LAND BY T. S. ELIOT: ANALYSIS AND VARIOUS ASPECTS 

The Waste Land by T.S. Eliot is the most influential poem of the 20th century. It first 
appeared in the magazine The Dial. Later on, having won that magazine's poetry 
award for the year, it was published in a book form in 1922. Soon after its publica-
tion, the poem was subjected to exhaustive critical analysis and got a mixed recep-
tion. Some critics hailed it as a masterpiece that spoke for a generation of lost souls, ers in a garland. Eliot has used various ancient myths in the poem to reinforce the 

while others denounced it for its allusiveness. The reader can find ample exegesis of 

almost every line of the poem, including translations of the phrases in half a dozen 

All of this is seen by Tiresias who is a most important personage of the poem. 

Since he has experienced life both as a man and a woman, he can better under-
stand and explain their feelings and unite all the characters in the poem. Eliot him-
self said that: "what Tiresias sees, in fact, is the substance of the poem." He is, in 

fact, a string that unites all the five sections of the poem just |like a variety of flow 

idea of regeneration through suffering and death. 

foreign languages. In this post, my concern is to discuss with you The Waste Land by Section V: What the Thunder Said 

T.S. Eliot, its analysis and various aspects. 
The fifth section, entitled What the Thunder Said, suggests that there is a need of 

effort for the realization of the spiritual goal. The poet gives his own personal im-

pression here. He says that it is impossible to reform the whole world and won 

ders where the change should begin from. Then he says that he must start with 

himself. He prescribes three remedies to gain spiritual peace and bliss, and ends 

Introduction 
Cleanth Brooks describes The Waste Land as a 'highly condensed epic of the 
modern age. The poem truly depicts life in London in the aftermath of the First 
World War. Eliot gives a vivid description of the ravages caused by the First World 
War. He has written The Waste Land in 433 lines and divided it into five sections. The 
poem is enormously complex, making great demands upon the readers. stil, the im- EDITORIAL BOARD 

portance of its theme and the brilliance of its technique give it a high rank as one of 

the poem on a note of hope. 

the most significant works of modern literature. 
1. Shri Kshamanidhi Jhankar-Principal, OAV, Patharchepa, Team Leader 

Ehot has used several devices in The Waste Land to link the present with the past. He 4.nr Kamanikanta sahoo- Principal, oAV, Hirli, Nabaranpur 

has used various myths and legends with the help of allusions, symbols, quotations 3. nr Ramakrushna sahoo- Principal, oOAV, Badapur, Patrapur, Ganjam, Biolog 

and phrases. The poem is, in fact, a mixture of many styles like narrative, dramatic, 4 sn 5iDnun Bhusan satpathy- Principal OAV, Rangeilunda, Ganjam, Chemist 

lyric & allusive. Eliot gives his impressions about the modern people through a pro-

tagonist of the poem named Tiresias. He is a spectator of all the events occurring in . Shri Abhisek Mohanty- PGT Physics, OAV, Pipilipali 
the poem and a kind of all knowing universal person who belongs to the past as well nri Bikash Ch. Sahoo- PGT Math, OAV, Pungar, Similiguda 

as the present. 

5. Shri Ramesh Chandra Dalabehera -TGT Odia,OAV, Begunia Khordha 

8. Shri Subhasri Samatray- PGT English, OAV, Puintala 
9. Shri Radhamohan Pujhari- TGT Hindi, Mahulpal, Talcher 

10. ShriPritinanda Sha- TGT Sanskrit, OAv, Salapada, Keonjhar 
Section I: The Burial of the Dead 
The first section, The Burial of the Dead, reveals the degeneration and rootlessness Snri Dr. Abhaya Kumar Rout- TGT Odia, OAV Tanendo, Kendrapada 

of the modern man and his civilization. The modern man has lost faith in moral spiri-
tual values. He has indulged himself in sex, gambling and violence, which have dried COVER & INTERIOR DESIGNING 

up sources of his vitality. His rebirth is possible only through the revival of spiritual Amarendra Moharana- Art Teacher, OAV, Tinginia, Mayurbhanj, Team Leader 

and moral values. 
Ashutosh Patra- Art Teacher, OAV, Ramanguda, Rayagada, Member 
4. Biplab Ku ar Bhesra- Art Teacher, OAV, Bandupalli, Rajborasambar, Bargarh, 

Section ll: A Game of Chess 

In the second section, A Game of Chess, the poet indicates the failure of sex-rela- Member 

tionship in the modern world. Sex has become a mere act of entertainment and has 

lost its moral and social purpose. The poet shows that sex perversities, both in high HEAD OFFICE (MONITORING) 
and low life, have become a matter of mechanical routine. This perversion of sex has 1. Himanshu Bhusan Naik, Computer Teacher (Attached to academic section) 

made modern life utterly unproductive and desolate. 2. Sushree Sangita Acharya, Office Assistant (Attached to Academic Section) 

Section l: The Fire Sermon SPECIAL THANKS TO 
The third section, The Fire Sermon, shows that lust and rape are responsible for the Mrs. Saudamini Dash Sharma, Art Teacher, OAV,.Patharchepa, Balangir 
decay of modern society. And this kind of degeneration prevails in all classes of MrsSandhya Rani Swain, TGT English OAV, Patharchepa Balangir 
moden society The poet prays to God to save the modern civilization from lust and Mr. Padmanava Naik, TGT Odia, OAV, PAthrchepa, Balangir 

spiritual degeneration. 

Thought of the month Progress is impossible without change and those who can't change their mind can't change anything 
Word of the month- Topophila- Love of, or imotional connection to a perticular place or physical environment Page-05 
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ALL INDIA CITIZENS 

DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 

eo (angao9a lanarasnua) uaa 

All India Drawing, Handwriting & Essay Writing Competition 2021-22 

ee. SIGPINA 6A62 KALA RATNA AWARD 2021 

CERTIFICATE 
e9. 

This ceruficate of ment is being awarded to 

6611a9 GIa eM. dass- KIA-Souma AdItya Monapatra_ 

for his/ her the best Drawing in All India Drawng, Handwriting& 

26 F12eI eg. 
ESsay wntung Compelruon 

2021-2l organised by the national 

instutute Axn Bnaruya Nagnk ikas Enara Ai india Gtzens 

e8 agaa aie Development Centre), Aurangabad (Maharashtra) India. 

Date: 04/02/2022. 
e9. 661615a AUa 

TOR 

e9. ALA Alhil Bharua Nsgn Va 

Respect For All Help Needy People 
Plant A Tree & Grow I Save water 

021 69 WE 

INDIANS 
Save The Enviranment FolloW Irattic Rus 

Premasish Pandia, Class-X 

OAV, Patharchepa, Blangir 

Be A Good Human Bein9 

Re. 

90. 
A 

aT iT 

Natonal Eaay, Hend wriung & colouring & coniest z04 

Certiilcdle 

ms s to ceruty tat ao sn Eeliert Handwrung 

nregre anawrting Contr 202 orgenned by the nat 

Anushka Sahu, Neha Kumbhar and Manini Jani of 

OAV, Patharchepahave participated in State Level 

Yoga competition. 

ALL INDIA CITIZENs DEVELOPMENT CENTRE ALL INDIA CITIZENS DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 
ALL INDIA CITIZENS DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 

strorare ("oNTE) T 

Aurangabad Maharashin) nala 
Aurangabad (Maharashtra) India 

Aurangabad tMaharashira) lndla 

All Indla Drawing, Handwriting & Essay Wriuing Compeliuon 2021-2 Al Indla Drawing, Handwriting & Essay Wiiting Competiuon 2021 
AT hda Drawing, Handwnuag &Essay Wrung Competiruon 20214 

VIDYA DHUSHAN AWARD 2021 VIDYA BHUSHAN AWARD 2021 
KALA SHRI AWATD 2021 

CERTIFICATE CERTIFICATE CERTIFICATE 
This certificate of merit i5 being awarded to This certificate of murit is beng awarded to 

This ceruificate of mert is being awarded 1o 

VILLA class Swati Suravi Sutarl class ylLA Swatl Suravi Sutari -class VIlLA 

Rashmi RekTia Dai-
for his/ her the best Essay in Al India Drawing, Handwnting & Essay Tor his/ her the best Essay in 'All India Drawing, Handwnting & Esay 

or his/ her the best Handwriung In Al india Drawing, Handwnung9 

Whtung Competution 2021-22' organised by the nauonal insutule 

&Essay Wming Competuuon 2021-27 organsed by the nationa Writing Compeution 2021-22 organised by the national institute 

Akhil Bharuya Nagnk Vikas Kendra (AIl India Guzens Development Akhil Dhartya Nagnk Vikas Kendra (Al India Cituzens Development 
institute Akhil Bhartiya Nagrik Vikas Kendra (All India Citizens 

Centre)', Aurangabad (Maharashtra) India. Centre), Auangabad (Maharashtra) Indla 
Development Centre), Aurangabad (Maharashtra) India 

Date 04/02/2022. Date: 04/02/2022, 

04/02/2022 
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MUE MA ( DIRT CTOR ALh BtT 

A444F 
Respect For Al Help Needy Peopie 

WE WE 
Respect F0r All Help eet Peopa 

Planl A ree & Growi It Sve water Plant A Tree&arow Save water 

WE 
ANS 

Respect For All Help Needy Feapie 
Plant A Tree& Grow ve ae 
Save The Environment Follow. iratlC e 

Bo A Good Human Geing 
IND ANS INDIANS 

Save The Environment Foliow Tafl thuc 

Be A Good Human eng 

Save he tnarpoment Follo Tratic Kules 

De A Go0d Human being 

Thought of the month- He that plants trees loves others besides himself. Thomas Fuller 

Word f the month- Dof- Stupid. 
Page 6 



Payal Priyadarshini Behera, Class- X, OAV- Kandhara, Kankadahad Smruti Saswati Padhi class-X, OAV- Jaleshpa 
Anuska Bed, Class-VIll, OAV. Mahulla, Mayurbhan 

Jatindra Prashad Dhal, OAV, Paikapadapatna Anup Kumar Pradhan, Class- VIll, OAV Jokidola, Banki, Cutlack Renukaranl dhal, Class-X, OAV Jamrdlha, Blsol, Mayurbh 

Aryanandini Mishra, Class-X, OAV Jankani, Tarbha, Subarnapur Bhakti Priya Maharana, Class- X, OAV - Siddheswar Jyolraditya Mohantyt, Class- IX, OAV Titia, Mayurbh 

PRESENT FUTOREE 

Jyoti Pradhan, OAV, Badapur, Patrapur, Ganam Sonali Sonalika Barik, ClasS-X, OAV- Tingiria, Mayur Rudra Pratap Swain, Class-X, OAV Papadahandi, Nabarangapur 

Thought of the Month- Like music and art, love of nature is a common language that can transand polical or social boundaries- jimmy Cartor page 7 

Word of the Month- Dof-Stupid on 



31.05.2022. TUESDAY May 

AAAAdiAAAiiA LAAAAAAAAAALAAAMALAAASAAAAAAaAAAALAAAMAAAAAAAMARAAAAALAILA 
ALAAAAAARAARAARAMAAAA ASAAAA6AAOAAARANAARAA AAAAAAASAABAAADAAsaAsA4áAAAeis AAAA 

Regular Yoga practice classes in OAv, Patharchepa, Balangir 

L 

Blood donation camp and health checkup camp organised by CHC Gumma in collaboration 

with OAV, Gumma Gajappati 

World Red cross Day and Fire fighting drill, OAV, Allada 

Blood donation camp by OAv, Activites done under the theme SAVE Soil by 

OAV, Allada Gumma 

gena 9pa o9 gsna ggga 20 1 2.. 

Promotion of Hockey by Department of Sports and Youth Services 

Boxing Champian from OAV, Pitatali, Chikiti Ganjam 

Ghumra pertormance by student of OAV, Masanimunda, Kesinga at Durdarsan Bhabanipatna, Kalahandi. Art exhibition organised b in OAV, Badapu 

hought of the month: One of the first conditions of happiness is that the link between man and nature shall not be broken. Leo Tolstoy. 

WORD: Coalition- A temporary alliance for combined action, especially of political parties forming a goverment Page 8 

DGP-PP-CTCP (SGME) 2-400 Bks.-25-06-2022 


